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Assassination threats
line the summit route
by Robert Greenberg

Although the White House had received hard docum'en

of the same network of assassins behind two attempted

tation of a high-level assassination plan against President

assassinations of Pope John Paul II, a network which has

Reagan during his 100day trip to Europe, the President

been directly traced to the Colorado-based psychiatric

left for the Versailles summit early on June 2. Security

institutions with which accused assassin Hinckley was

officials are describing the trip as "walking into an

associated immediately prior to his att!!mpted killing of

almost certain death trap." According to several sources,

President Ronald Reagan.

the decision to make the trip, which will take Reagan to

"It is our informed belief that our best hope of

France, to Bonn, West Germany for a June 6 NATO

keeping President Reagan alive during his present travels

summit, West Berlin, Great Britain, and Italy, was made

to Europe is to give the widest pUblicity to the fact of

at the strong urging of Secretary of State Alexander

Haig's and McDonald's connections to the greatest as

Haig, and White House Chief of Staff James Baker III,

sassination threat-potential now being deployed, [which]

with the help of West German press magnate Axel

comes from a feudalist cult-organization generically

Springer, on the basis that a cancellation of the trip

known as the Hospitallers, with operations coordinated

would be a "propaganda victory" for terrorism. "That

chiefly out of the Geneva banking-family which has

kind of advice might just get the President killed," one

headed the Swiss Nazi organizations since no later than

source commented.

the 1930s, and which has headed the 'universal S S' (aka

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., Advisory Board Chair

'Allgemeine SS') since the fall of Adolf Hitler's regime.

man of the National Democratic Policy Committee,

"Although these Hospitaller networks originally cre

issued a statement June 3 on "The Haig Link to the

ated Hitler's Bavarian Nazi party, they distanced them

Reagan Assassination":

selves publicly from their Nazi creation in successive

"Wednesday, June 2, teams of my investigators

phases, especially after 1938, and dumped the Hitler

working undercover on assignment to assist President

project completely about 1943, with aid of secret agree

Ronald Reagan's security, produced corroborating evi

ments with Prime Minister Winston Churchill and O S S

dence of Secretary of State Alexander Haig's witting

representative Allen Dulles. Their intent was 'to survive

participation in those secret-cult networks now posing

to try again.'

the principal assassination-threat potential against the
President's life.

"The most visible threat to the life of President
Reagan comes from throwaway, Russian branches ofthe

"Directly associated with Haig in this secret cult is

Hospitaller Order created by former King Peter II of

John Bircher Rep. Larry McDonald (D-Ga.), head of the

Yugoslavia, including important connections of these

cult's mIlitary-subversion front-organization, Western

branches in Houston, Texas and Acapulco, Mexico.

Goals, Inc. of Virginia and West Germany. This is part

However, these 'throwaway spin-offs' of the Russian
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Donald' s controller) deployed agents such as Herbert
Romerstein into congressional staffs in sensitive posi
tions...."
The danger of a Reagan assassination is so intense
that West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt alluded
to it in an interview with the West German daily Bild
Zeitung June 2. In answer to a question whether the
recent wave of terrorist bombings in Germany could be
the start of widespread violence during Reagan' s visit,
Schmidt stated, "I hope it is not. ...I don' t see any cause
for special unrest during the Reagan visit, but naturally
outstanding people are endangered all over the world,
including the United States itself."

Same networks targeted the Pope
The assassination plot involves the same networks
utilized by the European oligarchs known as the "black
nobility" in the unsuccessful attempt to murder Pope
John Paul II May 13 at the shrine of Our Lady of
Fatima in Portugal. Both U.S. and European sources
say that although either left- or right-wing covers might
TFP paramilitary members in Brazil: the networks that would
launch a hit.

be used for assassins of President Reagan, the likelihood
is that they will be drawn from the same fascist networks
as would-be assassin Father Juan Fernandez Krohn.

order are in fact merely cut-outs for the Hapsburg-Ven

The sources specifically pointed to Latin American

ice-Geneva-London sections of the Hospitaller cult-or

based "right-wing" groups as the likeliest sources of

ganizations, incl uding the so-called Danish branch of

assassins.

which Haig and Larry McDonald are inducted mem
bers....

This lays the responsibility for these plans at the
doorstep of such European oligarchic families as the

"The greatest single problem of the President's secu

Thurn und Taxis family of Regensburg, Bavaria and

rity is the fact that during the 194 3-46 period Winston

the Braganzas, the royal house of Portugal; both fami

Churchill and Allen Dulles entered into secret agree

lies control a network of cults and paramilitary right

ments with S S General Wolff and others, under which a

wing groups throughout the world, with a particular

major portion of the Nazi networks was assimilaed into

recruitment capability in Latin America. Among these

the protected intelligence-capabilities of Britain and the

are the Blue Army, connected with the cult of Fatima,

United States, partly at the direction of Dulles' s employ

and the Tradition, Family and Property (TFP) group

ers and former Hitler-backers of the Morgan interests of

based in Argentina, both of which are implicated in the

New York City and London, such as Schroeder Bank....

attempts on the Pope.

"Inside the United States, this penetration of our

These right-wing groups have been identified as

military and intelligence command by neo-Nazis has

representing a specific threat to the President. But

been greatly assisted by the Anglican Cathedral of St.

intelligence sources emphasize that it is almost useless

John the Divine in New York City. Bishop Paul Moore,

to make a distinction between right- and left-wing in

an heir of the Morgan-allied Moore family (the creators

this situation. There is also a possibility that the fascist

and controllers of the Anti-Defamation League), is the

networks may use left-wing terrorist groups for a ka

chief coordinator of the Hospitaller cults for British

mikaze attack against the President and Chancellor

secret-intelligence networks inside the United States, and

Schmidt. The immediate danger was highlighted by

closely allied with European forces' coordinated neo

West German anti-terrorist prosecutor Kurt Rebmann,

Nazi networks internationally.
"By such means, honest U.S. flag-officers such as
Admiral Moorer and Jack Singlaub, or publishers such

who emphasized that kamikaze units have already been
put into place, and are set to be unleashed as soon as
Reagan arrives in West Germany.

as the late William Loeb of New Hampshire's Manches

ter Union Leader were coopted to lend their names to the
Hospitaller cults and those cults' front-organizations,
such as Western Goals, Inc .... Through such fronts,
British intelligence operative John Rees (Larry Mc-
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Terror wave
The danger to President Reagan was evidenced by
developments in Europe just prior to his departure.
•

Six bombs were detonated simultaneously in West
International
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Germany by the Revolutionary Cells; four were placed
in U. S. Army officers' clubs. Callers claiming credit for

THE MIDDLE EAST

these bombs said, "We don' t wait until Reagan is in
Germany."
Death threats have appeared on walls in West

•

Berlin, considered the site where the most serious viol
ence will occur. Their message: "Let God receive Rea
gan as soon as possible."

Peking allies with the
Muslim Brotherhood

In France May 28 police arrested 25 members of

•

the terrorist Action Directe for distribution of a leaflet

by Judith Wyer

circulated in French, Arabic, and Turkish calling for
armed demonstrations against President Reagan when

The emerging close relations between Ayatollah Kho

he arrives in France. The French authorities released 15

meini's Iranian dictatorship and the brutal regime of

of those arrested, after which the Action Directe ma

Pakistan's Ziaul Haq is meant to be the cornerstone of

chine-gunned the Paris offices of the Bank of America.

an alliance constructed by Great Britain linking Peking

French officials report that they have uncovered a

•

China and the Muslim Brotherhood secret societies of

live assassination operation against Reagan originating

the Middle East. A review of recent contacts between

in right-wing paramilitary networks that have also been

China and the Middle East reveals that the glue binding

implicated in the attempted assassination of the Pope.

Peking to the financially powerful interests of the Muslim

In Italy, police found a note at the site of the

fundamentalist is the apparatus of the old Asia-directed

bombing of the Rome office of the Daily American

finance houses of London and Geneva, particularly the

•

which stated: "This is intended for the butcher Rea

drug-smuggling Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and its

gan." Two bombs exploded in the Pan American build

Persian Gulf subsidiary, the British Bank for the Middle

ing in Rome.

East (BBME).

In Great Britain, police arrested May 29 an armed

The recent successes of Khomeini's "Mongol Horde"

man attempting to gain access to the Pope during his

armies against Iraq has terrified the wealthy sheikhs of

•

visit.

the Arab Gulf states. Flaunting the spectre of Iraq's

Cover for the assassins, security experts believe, will

collapse, London's traditional allies in the sheikhdoms

be given by violent demonstrations now being planned

of the Persian Gulf are seeking to establish a financial

by the radical peace movement, whose organizing has

and military partnership with Iran and Pakistan, and

been backed by the friends of Alexander Haig in West

they are reportedly considering a complete capitulation

Germany. The Green Party is planning mass demon

to Teheran' s mullahs by offering billions of dollars in

strations to greet Reagan in Bonn and West Berlin.

reparations-a euphemism for "protection money" -to

Green leaders such as Petra Kelly, a former aide to

Iran. With that fund, still being negotiated by way of

Edward Kennedy,

London and Switzerland, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf

Muammar Qaddafi,

and Roland Yogt,

a cohort of

say the demonstrations will be

states intend to finance the establishment of a British-run

violent. Kelly told the press that the protesters will try

Islamic banking network stretching across the Middle

to break through the cordoned area set up for Reagan' s

East into Asia.

security.

The first payoff for these rumored preparations came

West German anarchist newspapers such as Tagat

at the end of May when Pakistan's navy, led by two

Zeitung have advertised plans for terrorists to sabotage

destroyers and four submarines, toured the Gulf. Now,

communications between various security agencies dur

London is trying to bring in China, Pakistan's ally, in

ing the Reagan visit. And terrorist groups are known to

support of their attempt to reorganize the Persian Gulf.

have recently stolen large supplies of high-technology

Should Iraq collapse, the w,a¥

weapons from NATO armories. All these reports have

establish its sought-for bloc stretching from Peking to

led security and intelligence experts to assess an extreme

Pakistan, Iran, and the Arab Gulf states.

danger to Reagan during his visit.

In this effort, Israel is playing a role as well. While

The danger is further heightened by the fact that

Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon supplies a steady

security arrangements will be largely under the supervi

flow of arms to Khomeini's army, key Israeli-linked

sion of agencies already contaminated by support for

financiers-such as Shaul Eisenberg and Occidental Pe

terrorism, such as the French Interior Ministry under

troleum' s Armand Hammer-are shuttling back and

Gaston Defferre, who is closely connected to the French

forth

drug traffic, West German Interior Minister Gerhard

sources, an eventual merger of the Camp David pact

from

Peking.

According

to

U. S

intelligence

Baum, a supporter of the Green Party, and Britain' s

between Israel and Egypt and the so-called China card

Scotland Yard, an arm of British intelligence.

was a crucial element of the secret agreements developed
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